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ABSTRACT
The research experiments on relational learning in

young children contained in this report were guided by two major
goals: (1) to examine the extent of conceptual transfer in preschool
children, and (2) to explore the relation of both "acquisition" and
"transfer" to chronological development. The performance of preschool
children on several oddity tasks dealt with transfer between oddity
problems in which stimulus types were Identity-Difference,
Identity-Similarity, or Similarity-Difference. Eased upon performance
in these tasks, children were assigned to either of two groups and
the relation of age to acquisition and transfer was explored, using
the standard oddity presentation. A final series of five experiments
were run with nursery school children investigating the possible
perception of both the perceptual and numerical differences present
in a standard oddity task as well as the variables controlling
initial acquisition of a numerical difference problem. The data from
these studies indicate that considerable cognitive evaluation is
possible in preschool children. (Author/CS)
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Summary Statement of Progress 'ld2 Toward Achievement
of Stated At as Presented in Research Grant NH20195

The research done with the support of grant NH20195 was guided by two
major goals. These were to a) examine the en,:eat of conceptul transfer in
preschool children, and b) to explore the relation of both acouistion and.
transfer to chronological development.

The first aiu was investigated in three di:ferent ways. Cac of the in-

quiries dealt with transfer between oddity problems in which identities were
based either on perceptual matching (e.g. Nickey ouse sitting vs. an identi-
cal picture of Nickey Nouse sitting) or character matching (e.g. Donald Duck
swiing vs. Donald Duck raking leaves), and where differences were either
total (e.g. a boat vs. Snow White) or partial (e.g. Bugs Bunny eating a carrot
vs. Bugs Bunny looking out of a window). These stimulus types were combined
iato three displays using a) two identical and one different picture, b) two
identical and one similar pictnre, or c) two similar and one different pic-
ture. These were termed Identity-Difference, Identity-Similarity, and Simi-
larity-Difference Oddity respectively. Figure 1 presents a visual example
of these three oddity problems.

Conceptual transfer was further examined within the confines of a single
oddity array, but her the particular presentation (repeating vs. non-repeat-
ing pictures) and dimension carrying the oddity relationship (odd color, odd
form, etc.) were shifted. The pictures used on the oddity displays were
either from a total pool of three pictures, which resulted in particular pic-
tures being used over and over sometimes as the odd picture and sometimes
as the identical IJictures, or from a theoretically infinite pool, such that
no picture used once was over used again. The oddity relationship was defined
either with redundant dimensions (color plus size plus shape, etc.) or with
a single dimension (color or form).

The relation of age to acquisition aad transfer was explored in two of
the studies which used the standard oddity presentation. It was found that
with acquisition of the Identity-Similarity and Similarity-Difference oddity
displays there was a very high failure rate associated with children from four
to five years of age. Further work on acquisition of the oddity variations was
indicated before a successful comparison with younger children could be made.
However, pilot data was gnthered on three-year-olds performance on the I-S and
S-D problems after acquisition on the standard I-D oddity display. Even using
the standard problem as the initial criterion problem, however, there was a
considerable failure rate associated with the initially presented problem.
Performance was not considered across several developmental levels on the
numerical oddity problems either. These were primarily exploratory studies
to track down the critical control variables on a single age group with
attempts to explore developmental trends left until later. Some developmen-
tal data will be gathered imminently since the end of the series of small
studies resulted in a successful manipulation of a numerical oddity display.
That is, acquisition of a number oddity problem (defined as two vs. two vs.
one).was met by all children in one particular group. We expect to use this
display as the basis for examining transfer from a standard array to this
numerical array, and to examine transfer from this simple restrictive numeri-
cal array to a broader relational number oddity problem where there are any
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IDENTITY -DIFFERENCE (I- D) ODDITY

IDENTITY SIMILARITY (I- S ) ODDITY

SIMILARITY - DIFFERENCE (S -D) ODDITY

Figure 1. Pictorial ()Nannies of the three oddity variations.
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combination of number of instances, e.g
vs. three five vs. six vs, ive, etc.
groups are identical and different from
acquisition and bredth of transfer will
chronological age.

BESI coe1. AIIMIABLE

two vs. four vs. four; six vs. six
Here the nuber of instances in two
the third. The relation of initial
then be considered as a function of

:Fin:illy an attempt was made to :xnm:= 7)eiLwecn

captual oddity and an oddi'ey probc- lutioh is Sa:,e on
cal groupings. The initial question al:od if ohilc:ren were alorc. that in a
standard Idontity-Difference problem, the winner is bothiperceptually differ-
ent from the other two pictures and the sin:!:le instance;. of a picture. This
queetion led to initial attempts at transfer to numerical oddit7 problems
and also to a series of studies attempting to discover the variables con
trolling acquisition of a numerical oddity array. It became evi,dent that
unless a numerical array were devised which could be learned by ,a control

tgroup, it would not be possible to get a good test of transfer c a numerical
oddity problem from the standard perceptual oddity array. That is, if the
numerical array were presented more favorably then it would become evident,
by their coneinued perfect performance, that young children did have this
multi-attribute solution of a standard, oddity problem. Given a numerical
oddity problem which could be learned easily, then the presence or absence
of this numerical attribute could be fairly assessed.

Where possible chronological age has been included as a factor. The
exceptions are where technical problems, such as high failure rates, preclude
a meaningful developmental study.

Some current theories posit very limited cognition or mediated behavior
in young children. The present data and other research by the investigator
shows that children under four years are capable of complex mediated behavior.
The interesting question is how this behavior develops and most immediately
for the extension of the present experiments to examine possible developmental
trends in bredth of transfer. A prerequisite to such an investigation is a
Braining technique which will increase the number of three- and four-year-
olds who can acquire the basic oddity concept. While some studies found a
high degree of learning in four-year-olds (Scott, 1973), the samples in some
of the studies reported here did not have a high learning rate. More effi-
cient and reliable oddity training is needed to get a sufficiently large
number of children on the initial task. Only then can meaningful data on
bredth of transfer be obtained.
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Summary of Designs and Experimental Results

Acquisition and transfer between I-D, I-S and S7D Oddity

Fifty four children were randomly assigned to one of three groups. Each
group of 18 children was presented one o2 v.11:z:o Lylles of oddity problem.
as initial tasks. After learning the probLe.,, c: to do so, Clc:
children were assigned to one of the rue oc:dity problems fol: trans-
fer performance to be assessed. Aa attemp.; w-s co balance the assign-
ment of learners and failure children. All the children were four years of
age or a few months over.

Results

1. The standard Identity-Difference (I-D) problem was learned more easily
than either Identity-Similarity (I-S) or Similarity-Difference (S-D) Oddity
in terms of errors and trials to criterion. The I-S and S-D problems did
not differ significantly.

2. These differences seem to be primarily due to the different number
of children who learn. When a comparison of the three oddity types was made
considering only the children who did learn (still in terms of errors or
trials to criterion), group differences were no longer present in the data.
Only 2/18 children failed the I-D problem, 7/18 failed the I-S problem and
11/18 failed the S-D problem.

3. Since there was some difference between the two oddity variations in
terms of number of failures, even though these differences were not signifi-
cant with this sample of children, it seems possible that these two oddity
variations could, with a different sample of children, prove to he realiably
different. Several comparisons would lead to more stable estimates.

4. Considering only the learners of the original problems and their
performance on the transfer problems, both I-D and I S oddity problems were
learned significantly more rapidly as transfer problems following previous
learning of one of the other oddity displays. The S-D oddity problem was
not learned more rapidly as a transfer problem.

5. The absolute performance on the transfer tasks of the children who
learned the original problems was very high for the I-D and I-S oddity types.
The mean errors made by the eight children transferring to the I-D problem
from the I-S or S-D oddity set was .12. Similarly, of the 12 children trans-
ferring to the IS display from the I-D and S-D problems, only one child
failed to maintain near perfect performance, with the remaining 11 children
having made only .82 mean errors. This suggests that there is considerable
flexibility in the and application of one oddity rule to varying situa-
tions, even with four-year-old children. Transfer performance to the S-D
problera was poor. Three out of fourteen failed it completely, three rade
more :than 10 errors before learning the task, and only five made no errors
on the transfer problem.
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Although these data would :liggest a dafinicncy in transferring to this
relational Cifierence problem (pick the inc. .: different picture) li incon-
sistent with previous results and also with a subsequent group run this.
In onother s=?le of children who were ?-:C3ClIZCC: the S-D problem
learning a st:nderd I -I) problem of sevea 0 or 1 error L::-nofcr

while one chi:_d, who learned the origin.1 late when the se.: ,.:ns ropeat-

ing, did not :ranser. ansequently I fc-s1 the estimate of tranhfer to
the S -i) problem from the data in tee larger c:t:idy, is praly not
valid. A replication, where rore learners are obta-ned on tee eri,;inal taoks
is necessary.

Given the high failure rate associated with the two oddity variations with
four-year-olds, it was felt that any comparative studies between age groups
we..ad have to be limited to rransfer from the simple I-D problem to the other
two variations. Pilot data was obtained from three-year-olds who were first
taught an I -i) problem and subsequently either the I-S or S D oddity display
was present for 12 trials. The limited data suggest that transfer to these
variations of the perceptual array is less than that found for transfer involv-
ing dimensional changes where the particular oddity display is not changed
(e.g. I-D color to I-D form). These pilot data will be followed up by en
experiment in which three-, four-, and five-year old children will be given
a standard I-D oddity problem and then transfer will be assessed on either
the 1-S or S-D oddity problem.

Summary

One of the concerns generating this investigation was whether or not
transfer to related oddity displays could be performed by naive preschool
children. It can be concluded that such transfer is possible. Broad and
immediate transfer was found from all oddity displays to the I-D and I-S odd-
ity problems. Transfer to the S-D oddity task was inconsistent across studies.
One follow-up sample did demonstrate excellent transfer to this task also
indicating a broad degree of transfer. Such flexibility must imply a more
sophisticated cognitive development than would be characterized by such
descriptions as 'simple associative' or 'automatic without cognitive inter-
vention'. It is also clear that oddity relationships which are not successfully
acquired when presented as original problems can be solved once the children's
perceptual apparatus is directed towards searching for similarities or identi-
ties and differences. Indeed, transfer is so immediate that the application
of the previously learned rule can occur without the necessity for any feed-
back regarding accuracy.
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Tronsfer between.dimensions and type of presentation in a standard I --fl oddity
problem

Experiment 1

Experiment I taught a simple I-D oddity ?r,-,1 17.1uz
pictures (no picture used on oae stiuluo w.:z; nor C. ,n ann. -her

card) to three-, four-, and five-year-ol Tho mean-
ingful pictures cut out from children's books. The problem W,7.3 prosonted

to a criterion of 9 consecutive correct responses or for a total of 30 trials.
Following acquisition, the children who learned were shown 18 I-D oddity cards
which were made up from a pool of only three different pictures. Thus over
trials the same pictures reappeared, sometimes as the correct odd picture and
sometimes as the incorrect matching stimuli. A control group of children was
only shown the 18 card repeating picture condition.

Results

1. Considering all the children who entered the ID problem, the was a
significant effect of age, with the four and five-year-olds (mean errors
4.0 and 4.1 respectively) learning the task more easily that the three-year-.
olds (mean errors = 11.0). Since only five threes learned the task, with one
of these having a high errors to criterion score, while the other four learned
fairly rapidly, there was no comparison of learners only. The wide range and
few learners does not afford a stable estimate of three-year-olds performance
on this task.

2. The percentage of children learning the task was consistent with the
previous findings. There were 87% (13/15) of the fours, 90% (9/10) of the
fives and only 33% (5/15) of the threes who learned the problem.

3. ilen the children's performance on the first 18 trials of the stan-
dard I-D od-Ity problem, was compared to the performance of the children on
the 18 trial control condition where the pictures were repeating, it was evi-
d....nt that on both problems, the threes were performing below the level of the
four- and five-year-olds who were similar, but there were no other main effects
or inter-actions. The repeating pictures condition did not prove to be notice-
ably more difficult than the standard condition. Having the same pictures re-
appear over .triA.s as both correct (odd) and incorrect (non odd) cues, which
set the stage for possible specific stimulus interference, did not result in
any noticeable increase in errors.

4. When trial 2 performance in the repeating pictures condition was
examined where the previous positive and negative pictures were reversed,
the number of correct and incorrect choices made at each age level in the
two oddity presentations, did not differ significantly. The largest differ-
ence was found for the threes but even this was only marginal (p<.10) and
only children who w...lre not responding relationally were considered. That
is the dora fro m any child who made no errors, or who made only ono error
on the first trial was not considered. This removed from consideration ail
children who had discovered the relational solution before their selection
on trial two. The was thus no evidence fa_ greater errors due to specific
stimulus tracking interference in the repeating pictures condition.



5. Consideration was then given to the performance on the transfer task

of the learners of the original problem. When only the learners of the
first problem were considered, there was no longer any significant effect
due to age. The mean percentage correct responses for the threes,
fours and fives on the 18 transfer trials was 92,. 95 and 98.

6. The transfer was immediate. Of the 27 children who learned the ori-
ginal problem, 25 made no more than 1 error and this was not on the first
trial. Thus, the transfer was not simply easier learning but rather an
application to the new situation before any further feedback had occurred.

7. Performance on the first six trials of the repeating pictures con-
dition for the transferring children was significantly better than that
of the control children on their last six trials. This comparison adjusted
for total oddity trials.

Experiment II

In experiment II transfer from one type of presentation e.g. repeating
pictures, to another type of presentation, e.g. non-repeating pictures, was
again examined but with an increase in the number of possible trials and
transfer assessed in both directions. The increase in trials was to see
if perhaps differences between the two types of presentations might become
apparent with a series longer than the 18 trials on which a comparison was
based in the first experiment. Also, the dimension on which the oddity
relationship was represented was also varied. Thus the odd picture could
either have a single relevant.dimension i.e. odd color, odd form, with the
other dimension constant within and between trials, or seJeral dimensions
could be relevant i.e. odd pictures, all aspects present and different
being relevant. Only three- and four-year-olds were included since the big-
gest difference in Experiment I seemed to be between these two age groups.

The children were shown either a non-repeating pictures presentation
with cartoon (multi-dimensions relevant) pictures as stimuli until a cri-
terion of nine consecutive correct responses had been met or until 36 trials
had elapsed or they were shown cartoon, color or geometric form stimuli in
a repeating pictures presentation to the same criteria or cut off. Follow-
ing presentation of these first problems, the children from the repeating
pictures presentation (10 from each stimulus type group) were subsequently
presented the cartoon stimuli in the non-repeating condition, and the 30
children given the non-repeating condition were divided among the three types
of stimulus types (10 to a group) and given this repeating pictures presen-
tation. An attempt was made to balance for number of learners and failures
assigned to the different conditions of transfer.

Results

1. Considering all the children who entered the original problem, and
considering both presentation types as first problem, there was again a sig-
nificant effect of age. This resulted from the superior performance of the
four-year-olds (mean errors = 7.9) as compared to the three-year-old children
(mean errors = 15.2) on both presentation types as was found in Experiment I.

10



2. Considering all children, there was again no effect of presentation
type. The appearance of a specific stimulus as an odd cue on some trials,
and a non odd cue on other trials, did not lead to inferior performance.

3. When only learners were considered, the fours were still significant-
ly superior to the threes and there was still no difference between types
of presentation.

4. There was a greater percentage of failure Ss in the repeating pic-
tures condition but this difference was only significant when the two age
groups were combined. Considered separately, the largest effect was found
with the three-year-olds but the pass-fail dilference between presentation
types was still only marginal.

5. As in Experiment I, an examination of possible performance differences
on trial 2 in the two types of presentation revealed no large increment in
errors associated with the specific cues reversal in the repeating pictures
condition. The largest difference was again associated with the younger
children, but again only a marginal level of significance was attained. Given
that data from all children who made no errors or only first trial errors
was excluded, this provides strong evidence that there is not greater speci-
fic stimulus interference associated with the repeating picture condition.

6. The three-year-old children showed a significantly inferior per-
formance level compared to the four-year-olds, considering only the repeating
pictures condition as an original problem, and adding stimulus type (cartoon,
color, or form stimuli) as a variable of interest.

7. Although there were no effects solely related to type of stimulus
used in the repeating picture condition, a marginal interaction between Age
and Stimulus type was observed. The mean errors to criterion for the
three- and four-year-olds on the three stimulus types were:

Cartoon Color Form
3 14.8 19.3 14.4
4 7.1 6.4 14.4

The fours had difficulty with the geometric form stimuli while the color
oddity problem was most difficult for the three-year-olds.

8. Only a small number of three's learned the repeating picture condi-
tion. A learners only comparison was made solely with the four-year-olds.
Consistent with the stimulus effects observed in the interaction just men-
tioned where all Ss were considered, there was a significantly higher mean
errors to criterion (5.0) associated with the form condition. Comparable means
for the cartoon and color conditions were only .86 and 1.14 respectively.
Although the wean for form is based on only four measures, the scores are fair-
ly homogeneous (i.e. 5, 1, 7, 7) and the trend is the same as that found with
all children considered.

11
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9. Considering the performance of the children who had learned the first
problem, when they ware given the transfer problem, there were no significant.
differences Letween type of presentation. As in acquisition, performance on
the repeating picture transfer presentation was no different than that ob-
served for the non repeating picture transfer condition. The dependent
measure I.:ere was number of correct responses out of six on the first two
six trial hocks. Since performance was nearly perfect for most children,
criterion of 9 consecutive correct was met almost immediately and there are
little data from, trial passed the first 12.

10. Unlike the results of experiment I, there was still a significant
difference between the three- and four-year-olds on the transfer problem.
The mean number of correct responses out of 6 for the fours was 5.8 and this
same score for the threes was 5.3. The means for these two age groups on the
two types of presentation were practically identical.

11. When stimulus type did not change (cartoon to cartoon) the data do
replicate similar conditions of experiment I. The mean errors made on the
first nine trials by the fours when transferring between presentation types
but within stimulus type (cartoon to cartoon) was 0.0 regardless of direc-
tion of the change. The three's had few learners but when these transferred
they averaged 1.0 errors (N =3) going to the repeating pictures and .33 (N=3)
going to the standard non repeating picture condition. Again although these
are based on a very szall N, the scores were homogeneous. As is evident,
there seers to be little difference between the two age groups.

12. Although transfer waa generally good going from non-repeating cartoons
to repeating color or form problems, the four-year-old group had 1/23
children fail, This child was in the form group. The three-year-olds had
3/13 children fail the transfer problem and all three were in the color group.
Thus, athough there are not a large number of poor performers on transfer,
the difficulty observed for the two age groups was seen in the particular con-
ditions which were also most difficult as original learning problems.

13. Transfer of the fours from repeating pictures to the non-repeating
cartoon presentation was very good. One child failed to transfer and he ori-
ginally learned the geometric form oddity problem. None of the seven threes
who learned the first task failed to transfer to the non repeating cartoon
pi,:tures.

14. Transfer performance on the repeating pictures condition of children
who had originally learned the nonrepeating pictures/cartoon stimuli oddity
problem and who transferred successfully. Given is the mean errors to cri-
terion.

Cartoon Color Geometric Form Humber Transferring
3s 1.0 (4=3) 0.0 (N.,4) 1.0 (N=3) 10/13
4s 0.0 (N=8) 0.0 (N=7) 0.3 (N=7) 22/23

12
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15. Traasfer performance on the aon-repeatn;
oddity problem by the children who first le-rnoe one of the repeatl
conditions sad then transferred success-Arely. Civen is the mor.n CO rrro ..O

criterion. '2he scores are grouped according to the stimulus type
learned.

Cartoon Color Cea.7,3":=C 2:-/:-

3s 0.33 (i@=3) 0.0 (ig:=1) 3.0 ::.,-:-.)

4s 0.0 (:1=7) 0.4 (11 =7) 0.3 (.::;-,3)

Su- ", _y

17.. T..er. TranZorg
.ii:-/

17/10

These data clearly do not support the idea that repeating specific
stimuli as odd and non odd cues results in interference in young children's
oddity performance. There was however, one highly relevant condition present
in both these studies which nay be the controlling factor. In both experi-
ments before the children were presen.ted .tae repeating picture condition,
they were warned that particular pictures would reappear and sometimes these
would be the winner and sometimes they would not. Such preknowledge was
noc provided in the older oddity studies. A follow-up experiment in which
this prewarning is either given or not given would clear up the possibility
of whether or not this variable plays an important role in the presence or
absence of interference effects fon having identical pictures appearing as
both types of relational cues. Such an experiment is planned. If it turns out
that a simple warning is sufficient to eliminate specific interference, then
this factor (specific stimuli interference) should be relegated to a less
important role in explaining cognitive development.

In addition it is clear that when there is a minimal amount of change
(presen.zation only) age effects present in acquisition are absent in transfer.
When these are combined with stimulus change, then there are still some
differences present in the transfer of three- and four-year-old children.
Although there were some Children who failed to transfer in the three-year-
old group, it is still rather impressive to note the number of three-year-
olds who were able to transfer across both presentation and stimulus changes.
Certainly sufficient transfer was shown even by the three-year-olds to
support the idea that these younger children can hold a relational solution
and transfer to different situations well.

13
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Children's detection of perceptual end nur='...cn_ nroups in tern of identi-
ties and differences Some initial studies

Since young chil,f,ren will often describe their solution of a standard
I-D: problem in terms of.the twoness of the identical pictures i.e. "There's
two of them" the quention was raised as to whether they truly have a grasp
of both the perceptual differences between the identical picttres and the
different picture, and the numerical differences, namely there arc two in-
stances of the incorrect cue and only a single instance of the conzeet cue.
Restated, the odd picture is both perceptually different and numerically
different; there is only one of it and it is different from the other pic-
tures. Are young children aware of this dual.attribute after they have
successfully performed on this simple oddity task?

Experiment I

The first study examined acquisition of a standard oddity problem (using
12 x 18 inch cards) followed by transfer to a number oddity problem (12 x 18
inch cards) which displdyed two of one picture, two of another/picture and
one of a third picture. The individual pictures were spread over the entire
card (see Figure 2). Another group of children were first given the number
oddity problem and then the standard oddity problem.

Results

1. As first problems, the standard I-D oddity task was significantly
easier than the number oddity set. This result was considering all child-
ren who started the task.

2. The number of learners in the two oddity types was 9/15 in the
standard task and only 4/15 on the number oddity set. Since the range of
scores of the four learners in the number task was large (0, 1, 13, 13) the
sample is considered too small to make any estimates of expected errors to
criterion for children learning this task.

3. Of the nine children who learned the standard oddity problem, seven
of them transferred to the number oddity presentation. The mean errors on
the first nine trials (criterion was nine consecutive correct responses) was
only .43 for these seven children.

4. The four children who learned the number oddity task as the first
problem all transferred perfectly to the standard oddity presentation. No
errors were made on transfer.

Experiment II

The first experiment was encouraging but it was T)ossibla that the child-
. ren had been using a perceptual solution on -C,1:,! numl)e.: z-,:ansfer task. After-

the-fact it was decided that they might have 'neen mentally grouping one set
of identical pictures and comparing them to the single different picture
and then doing the same thing for the other zwoidentical picture. That is,

14
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they mi(:;',..t have locked at the cards and thought something like "this picture

(cow) is different than those two (hats) and it isaleo different than
:hese two (trees) so this (cow) is the nci.' in the second e..leri-
ment we set up essentially similar groups but used number oddity presenta-
tion where there was no possibility for parce2tual solution. A set 02 num-
ber oddity cards was made up which used di,7 each while
in addition, each csd had five differenz L;rs.L;:cc:, in,:o sets

two, and one (see Pigt.:re 3). One group of dild.:en -S0

standalid oddity followed by 12 trials on - set oar :;adity cards. %:Ile

other group of children were given 30 trials on a set of number oddity cards
followed by the same 12 number oddity transfer cards shown to the other group.
In addition, the standard task was taught on the more commonly used 7 x 18 inch
cards which ?resent the three pictures in a horizontal array. It seemed
that there were more children who failed the standard task in the last
experiment than was expected. It was therefore, deemed appropriate to go
back to the more commonly used size and presentation in order to optimize
the presentations for learning. At the end of the. first 30 cards both
groups of children were told they had played very wall and now the game was
go in; to be played with this other set of cards. No other explanation was
offered. Children at a local nursery school who had not 'participated in one
of the other oddity experiments were assigned to one of the two groups. By
the time there had been seven children run in each of the groups, it was
evident that no further children needed to be run (see Figure 4).

Results
(No statistical analyses as yet)

1. Six of the seven children learned the standard oddity problem within
the thirty trial limit while none of the children in the number problem
learned the task within the same number of trials.

2. When the 12 transfer trials were presented, there was no evidence
that the children had any notion of "oneness" or "singleness". Their per-
formance fell to a level comparable to the number group who had not solved
the problem by this time.

3. One of the six children transferring from standard oddity did learn
the number problem after an initial three errors.

Although the pictures had been cut or pasted together in an effort to
facilitate the numerical groupings of these discrepant objects (groupings
of two on a common white background (see Figure 3) the transfer, or lack
of it, indicated that the children did not go into those transfer trials
with any notion about the numerical qualities of the single/different winner
in the previous game.

Since these transfer data were inconsistent with the few .verbalizations
given by the children in the initial transfer study, further experiments were
run before ruling out the possibility of a multi-attribute solution of the
perce?tual oddity task.

16



NUMERICAL ODDITY DISPLAYS

ALL DIFFERENT PICTURES
BEST CON kilM111311

All IDENTICAL PICTURES

Figure 3. Examnles of the numerical oddity aisnlays using

different or identical pictures.
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Experiment III

BEST COY AVA1PrPr,.aLJ

The ncye experiment considered possible decremental effects of s'alteh-
ing from the small (7 x 18) cards where the array is always preseneed e-a a
horizontal display, to the number oddity presdneations on large carda (:2 x
18) where the stimuli are spaced over a :-ea,er erea and
stretegies might be e: _d <see Fcar,r; c ; 2. Ca el,ae:.-

ment where some treneeet -ane Caeervea, .aera r:e aide
of the cards. Another two .groeps of four-yeae-ela were -.are. As before, one
croup was given 30 number trials on Lerce 12 13 cards followed by
12 trials on an additional set of large number cddizy cards. The cron-e given
training first aa standard oddity, learned the problem on the smell 7 :: 18
inch cards, but then transferred to a regular oddity problem on the large
12 : 18 inch cards and only after meeting criterion on this problem ware the
12 number oddity trials given on the large cards. Thus, if .there were any
scanning strategies which detrimentally effected the possibility of showing
transfer, these would no longer be present. Strategies of scanning the pic-
tures would have been switched on the second standard oddity problem.

Results
( ao statistical analyses yet)

1. Only one of thirteen children learned the number oddity sets within
30 trials. Twelve of the fourteen children started on standard oddity
learned the problem within the first 30 trials. The remaining two learned
the problem during the presentation of the large standard oddity cards so
that 14/14 children learned the first standard oddity problem before enter-
ing the number transfer trials.

2. Only four of fourteen children learned the transfer problem. These
four made 0, 2, 4, and 6 errors to criterion.

It seemed that even when the poss lb ility of negative scanning strategies
was accounted for there was still no large evidence of a multi-attribute
solution of the standard oddity problem. Four out of 14 is not a very large
hit rate, nor was the number of errors made by the four learners very encour-
aging.

Experiment IV

This experiment was concerned with the absolute size of the cards
used. .Perhaps when the stimuli are spaced apart as they must be on the
large cards (See Figure 2 or 3) the presentation is so poor for making re-
lational groupings that a numerical cue learned on the initial standard
task is just not perceived on the transfer trials, and so not applied.
Since no children to speak of were learning this numerical oddity problem
even when it was presented for as many trials as the standard problem (con-
trol group) it indicated that the display might be a poor one for making
such comparisons easng the stimuli as are necessary in order to become
aware of the relationships present. Before try::-;A g to assess transfer, a

numerical display which four-year-oldo could learn as an initial problem was
needed. Tha next experiment in the series presentea-L the number cddity sets
cn 7x 18 cards, where all comparisons are across a herizontal array,
and presentef! t-he standard cddity presentation on large cards (see Figure 5).
There were 10 children in each group and each oddity type was presented for 30
trials. The nu:-Ler display still used five different pictures on each card
grouped into sets of two, two, and one.
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Resvlts

1. Eight of ten Children lea-mad tha sta7dard o&.lity problem on large
cards where vultiple scans of varied direction are probably necessary and
only two of ton children learned the number oddity problem presented on the
presumably favorable d!_aplay where only horizontal rcyieircd. These
data were combined with previous resulcs of standard oddit; c: sm-11 cara
and number o:idity acaisition on large cards and the four :::oaps r.a7c p-17e-
rented in izigure 6. Obvi-us:,y the size oZ the cal:da, as this lctgat re1ate to
perceptual comparisons and he discovery of relationships among the stimuli,
is not the critical variable controlling acquisition of these two oddity
types.

Experiment V

The final study completed during the active life of this grant examined
one more variable which might be effecting the acquisition of the number
oddity task. Since children probably, hz.:ve had little experience with num-
erical groupings per se, but a lot of experience naming and using objects,
the degree to which object variation was present as a possible solution
might well control the ease with which the numerical relationship would be
perceived. Therefore, an additional two groups of children 'were run on a
numerical oddity problem in which on any one card, all the pictures were
identical, but they-were grouped again into two pairs and one single (see
Figure 3). As before one oddity set used big cards (12 x 18) and one used
small cards (7 x 18). Each number oddity type was presented for 30 trials

Results
(No statistical analysis yet performed)

1. Having the same objects on each card greatly reduced the difficulty
of the number oddity problem (see Figure 7). With the big cards, 9/14
learned the task and on small cards 9/13 learned the problem. Criterion
was considered to have been met if the children made nine consecutive correct
first responses.

Removing the variation in the objects present on the card made the
numerical groupings more apparent to the child, although performance was
still not as good as that seen for children given a standard oddity problem.

Another experiment was run which, although executed after the end of
the time of this grant, was based entirely on the data obtained from these
studies. in that experiment, as one of the groups, a numerical oddity
problem was used in which all the objects on a given card were identical,
they were grouped on small cards (7 x 18) into two, two and one, and furthermore,
the three groupings were separated by white lines to further enhance the numeri-
cal groupings (see Figure 8). When this was done, all of the ten children
started on the task learned it. Mont with only a few errors. This presen-
tation will be used as a transfer problaa to come after a s:-.aridard oddity
problem. Here is a presentation in which the numerical relationship is
salient to children. After performance on a atandtrd cd ty problem, child-
ren will be iven trials on this number display. Whatever the outcome, it
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Figure 6. Performance of the standard oddity grouns (S)

and the numerical oddity groups (N) on big (B) and

small (S) stimulus cards.
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1.6 7.12 13.18 1914 25.30

BLOCKS OF SIX TRIALS

Figure 7. Performance on the numerical (11) oddity problem

with all Pictures on a card the same (5) or all different (D)

on either small (5) or big (B) stimulus cards. Also shown

is the performance of children on the standard (5) oddity

task on either small (S) or big (fl) stimulus cards.
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is certain that the transfer problem will be displaying the number problem in a
most advantageous light. If children learning a standard oddity problem
have noticed the numerical aspect of the odd picture, then they should trans-
fer to this numerical p::esentation. An absence of transfer would make it
very unlikely that any such cue was being utilized in standard oddity
problem solution.

Summary

Although e::periments concerned with a nsmericel cd;:ity display were not
proposed in the application, they are in keeping with the general question
of conceptual acquisition and trannfer. In: was shown that :Lour-yea.-olds
are well able to learn a conceptual problem where the identities and
differences are defined in terms of numerical groping. Although the
particular numerical display used is rather restricted (two vs . two vs. one)
the particular display was determined by the relationship to a standard
oddity problem. The original question concerned the numerical differences
in a standard oddity problem (two of these--one of these) and whether or not
they were perceived as well as the perceptual differences. Thus a transfer

task having the same numerical characteristics (two vs. one) was necessary.
The two vs. two vs. one display retained the numerical differences as well
as the three object (groupings) characteristic.

Further work on a broader numerical relational problem (its the different
numerical grouping regardless of the particular numerical instances used --
e.g. three vs. four vs. four; two vs. five vs. two; one vs. seven vs. seven,
etc.) is currently being explored. The fact that all the fours learned the
simple number problem once the favorable display was determined and learned
it easily (few errors and trials to criterion) makes it likely that a large
percentage of threes can also learn this simple presentation. If that proves
to be true, then this problem may serve as the basic one to get them on the
appropriate relational concept and transfer to more complicated numerical dis-
plays, as well as possibly using that as a problem to go before a standard
oddity display. It is possible that such might enable a larger number of
Children to get on to the standard oddity problem and then other related
oddity problems could be presented following this (study in progress).

Should initial transfer from the simple number problem to the more
truly cddity number problem described above not be evident, then transfer
sets will be devised to see what cue that single picture has taken on for
the children. That is have they learned to select the single instance only,
or the smaller value or perhaps some more complicated solution like the one
that there aren't two of.

It would seem like a number of interesting studies concerned with the
acquisition of and the inter-problem transfer between perceptual and numerical
oddity will come out of these initial experiments. Certainly they all will
employ several age ranges wherever expectancies for learning are such as to
encourage their inclusion. Meaningful transfer studies require initial learning.
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The -urfo=ance of preschool children on eas,:a was el.:Lm-Ine

in an effort to better understand ohe relationaaip between throno::.agical age
and both acquisition and transfer on these relational -rrroblems. It was

difficult to obtain odrong evidence relating age differences to perfore
differences on transfer, due to the high failre rate asaociazed with
original lorning of several oddity types. However, therL: wns SC:-3 indica-

tion chat the large age differences present on the original learning task
were eliminated-or drastically reduced on oddity transfer as long as the

changes instituted on the transfer task were nos large. Vraen several changes

were made (presentation. and releva_s stimulus dimension) some difference between
three- and four-year-old children seemed to remain.

Performance on two oddity variations, which presented percepCual and
Character averlep 1swecal the identical and different pictures, or which
relied on character identity alone to forsi the baois of the matching pic-
tures, ws:3 inferior to that found when the odd victure was aspletely differ-
ent from an ical pair of pictureE. Again a differential failure rate
11:ede incerpretatioa of the transfer data difficult, but it appeared that
there was a high level of transfer from all three oddity presentations to the
stanard presentation and the variation with two identical and one similar
picture. Transfer to the third variation was not round in this study but
was obtained on a suosequent follow up.

A final series of experiments was run with nursery school children in-
vestiting the possible nercaotion of both the perceptual and ntmerical
differences present in a standAyd oaaiLy task as well as the variables
controlling initial acTlisition of a numerical difference problem. The

o1 peLce:,) aual differences was found to be necessary before
perception of a numerical difference was obtained. Transfer from a standard

ylVolcm, where numerical differences arc one of the possible differ-
ences that can be used to solve the problem (i.e. WO of them and one of
the other), to a numerical display where a numerical difference is the sole
solution, is currently being rum. The transfer display is one found to
maximise the perception of the numerical differences.

T::a data from these studies would indicate considerable cognitive evalua-
tion is possible in preschool children. ':he maintenance and changes in rules
or concepts learned in one situation m. fit the perceptual displays of sub-
scant presenasions is well within the potential of children younger
than five.. Aditional tral.:Ling strategies are being studied to try and
enlarge the transfer capabilities of these three- and four-year-old children
in an effort to ma:.:imize their btedth of performance so as to get a ciearer
picture of their developing cognitive control.
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